This study examined the effects of anterior arcuate and dorsomedial frontal cortex lesions on the execution of saccadic eye movements made to paired and multiple targets in rhesus monkeys. Identical paired targets were presented with various temporal asynchronies to determine the temporal offset required to yield equal probability choices to either target. In the intact animal equal probability choices were typically obtained when the targets appeared simultaneously. After unilateral anterior arcuate lesions a major shift arose in the temporal offset required to obtain equal probability choices for paired targets that necessitated presenting the target in the hemifield contralateral to the lesion more than 100 ms prior to the target in the ipsilateral hemifield. This deficit was still pronounced 1 year after the lesion. Dorsomedial frontal cortex lesions produced much smaller but significant shifts in target selection that recovered more rapidly. Paired lesions produced deficits similar to those observed with anterior arcuate lesions alone. Major deficits were also observed on a multiple target temporal discrimination task after anterior arcuate but not after dorsomedial frontal cortex lesions. These results suggest that the frontal eye fields that reside in anterior bank of the arcuate sulcus play an important role in temporal processing and in target selection. Dorsomedial frontal cortex, that contains the medial eye fields, plays a much less important role in the execution of these tasks.
Introduction
In the previous paper we had reported on deficits incurred on the execution of saccades to single and sequential targets after anterior arcuate lesions and dorsomedial frontal cortex (DMFC) lesions. The anterior arcuate contains the frontal eye fields and the DMFC the medial (supplementary) eye fields. In this paper we present data on tests that necessitate making choices in selecting visual stimuli. Consequently the tests involved the presentation of either two stimuli or several stimuli from which the animals had to select one by making a saccadic eye movement to it, either by free choice or by making a visual discrimination. The central hypothesis we set out to test is that the frontal eye fields play a central role in target selection and that one consequence of lesions to this area is to slow down and impair this process. We expected that DMFC lesions would have a less pronounced effect on target selection as this area in previous work has been implicated in other functions (Schiller, 1998; Tehovnik, Sommer, Chou, Slocum & Schiller, in press) .
Frontal lesions in both humans and monkeys often lead to the syndrome of neglect, in which subjects seem unaware of any stimuli presented on the side contralateral to the lesion (Kennard & Ectors, 1938; Welch & Stuteville, 1958; Luria, Karpov & Yarbuss, 1966) . In some subjects, neglect manifests itself in a milder form; subjects can respond to a single stimulus even if it is presented to the side contralateral to the lesion, but if two stimuli are presented simultaneously to both hemifields, they invariably respond only to the one in the intact side (e.g. Crowne, Yeo & Russell, 1981; Rizzolatti, Matelli & Pavesi, 1983; Van der Steen, Russell & James, 1986) , a phenomenon referred to as the extinction phenomenon. Presumably, frontal lesions create imbalances between the hemispheres, and subjects respond only to signals from the intact hemisphere. This can be negated by making a lesion in the opposite hemisphere (Crowne et al., 1981) . We report here that in a paradigm with two symmetric visual stimuli, the neglect can also be systematically negated by making the stimulus in the lesioned hemifield more salient. By varying stimulus onset asynchronies or their relative luminances and sizes, we determined what differences in these parameters need to be introduced at different stages after anterior arcuate and DMFC lesions to restore pre-operative behavior. These manipulations allowed us to define quantitatively the magnitude of the deficits that arise after anterior arcuate and DMFC lesions in the temporal, spatial and luminance domains.
We also tested how frontal lesions affected target selection in tasks that required the monkeys to discriminate and make a saccade to a specific stimulus among distractors. Previous studies of FEF and DMFC lesions have reported mild detection deficits when dim single targets are presented (Latto & Cowey, 1971) , or when targets were briefly flashed or extinguished before saccade initiation (Deng, Goldberg, Segraves, Ungerleider & Mishkin, 1986; Pierrot-Deseilligny, Rivaud, Gaymard & Agid, 1991; Pierrot-Deseilligny, Israël, Berthoz, Rivaud & Gaymard, 1993; Dias, Kiesau & Segraves, 1995; Sommer & Tehovnik, 1997 , 1998 . Both FEF and DMFC receive input from extrastriate visual areas (Schall, Hanes, Thompson & King, 1995a) and both areas have neurons with visual responses (Bruce & Goldberg, 1985; Schlag & Schlag-Rey, 1987; Schall, 1991) . In addition, it has been shown that FEF neurons show a selective response to the target stimulus during a visual search paradigm (Schall & Hanes, 1993; Schall, Morel, King & Bullier, 1995b ). Here we set out to test how visual discrimination was affected by lesions of these two frontal areas. To do so we devised two tests: a discrimination task in which several stimuli appeared, one of which was different from the others in either color, shape, brightness, or in time of appearance.
These tests revealed much larger and longer lasting deficits after anterior arcuate lesions than had previously been reported for any other test. DMFC lesions produced significant but much smaller and shorter lasting deficits on these tests.
Methods
The performance of same monkeys we reported on in the first paper of this series was assessed using paired targets and a discrimination task using multiple targets.
The paired target tasks were studied with two animals that had anterior arcuate and DMFC lesions (Monkeys 2 and 3 as described in the previous paper). The discrimination task using multiple target task was also studied with two animals that had anterior arcuate and DMFC lesions (Monkeys 1 and 3).
The paired target task using identical stimuli
Two stimuli were presented either within the left or right hemifields or with one stimulus falling into the left and the other into the right hemifield. The stimuli were identical small squares (0.34°of visual angle) of high contrast (90.27 cd/m 2 on a background of 2.26 cd/m 2 ). The paired stimuli were presented either simultaneously or with various temporal onset asynchronies. The paired stimuli were presented interspersed with single targets; the single targets were shown two or three times more frequently than the paired stimuli. The same target locations were used and the single targets most commonly appeared with equal probability at each location. Within sessions the temporal onset asynchornies chosen for paired targets was such as to produce, overall, close to 50% choices to each target in the pair. Typically four target positions were used with each target falling into one of the four quadrants of the visual field. The targets appeared at eccentricities ranging between 6 and 12°. Paired targets were presented with various angular separations relative to the fixation spot ranging between 20 and 90°. In previous work we had shown that under similar experimental conditions the frequency with which saccadic eye movements are made that land the eye between the targets (vector averaged saccades) increased as angular separation between the targets is decreased (Chou, Sommer & Schiller, 1999) .
The central data derived from these tests were the frequency of left and right target choices made to the paired stimuli as a function of the temporal asynchrony between them. These data were then plotted to determine at what temporal offset between the targets the monkey chose them with equal probability. Generating such functions then enabled us to determine the extent to which anterior arcuate and DMFC lesions produced a temporal shift in the offset asynchrony that yielded equal probability left/right target choices for the paired stimuli. In addition, by plotting the vector of each saccade made, we could determine the frequency with which saccadic eye movements landed the center of gaze on the targets themselves or between them. Saccades that land the eye between the targets are generally referred to as vector-averaged saccades (Robinson, 1972; Schiller, True & Conway, 1979; Chou et al., 1999) . By testing animals over an extended time period we were able to determine the rate and magnitude of recovery.
The paired target task using stimuli that differed in luminance or size
The same procedures were used as above in Section 2.1. The two stimuli in each pair, however, differed either in luminance or in size. The goal was to determine what luminance or size differences were required before and after the lesions to yield equal probability choices for the two targets in any given pair. The targets were always presented simultaneously.
2.3. Discrimination task using multiple targets one of which differed in color, shape or luminance from the others Four to eight targets were presented. One of the stimuli, the target, differed from the other, identical stimuli, the distractors, either by having a different wavelength composition, a different shape or a different luminance. For studying color discrimination, the stimuli used were set to be isoluminant. We used either red/white or blue/white stimuli of low color contrast (6%) that were generated with the color circle as had been described previously (Schiller, 1993) . For the discrimination of shape differences we used simple geometric figures such as squares, circles, and stars. For luminance differences we varied the contrast between the target and distractor stimuli.
Temporal discrimination task
In addition to the discrimination tasks just described, we used a time discrimination task. The goal here was to determine whether the temporal deficits disclosed by the paired target task are also reflected in the ability of animals with DMFC and anterior arcuate lesions to discriminate differences in stimulus onset times. Four or eight identical stimuli were presented. One of these, the target, was presented before the other, simultaneously appearing stimuli by various amounts of time. The shortest temporal offset between the target and the distractor stimuli was 16.7 ms, the frame rate of the monitor, and was then varied in multiples of this value.
Results

Paired stimulus task, identical stimuli
Monkeys were tested with two stimuli that appeared with various temporal offsets. Varied were target locations and target separations. We were primarily interested in determining how the lesions affected selection of these targets when one appeared in the left and the other in the right visual hemifield. By systematically varying the difference in onset time between the targets, curves were generated on the basis of which the temporal offset time at which the probability of selecting one or the other of the targets was equal could be specified. In all cases the paired targets were presented interspersed with the appearance of single targets. The single targets were presented two or three times as frequently as were the paired targets. Single targets appeared with equal probability in various locations. The same locations were used as with the paired targets. When paired targets were presented, monkeys were rewarded for either choice. The range of temporal asynchronies used for paired targets within sessions was selected to yield close to 50% choices for each of the targets as well. The targets were presented at eccentricities ranging between 6 and 12°from the fixation spot. The 12°eccentricities were used most frequently in collecting data over prolonged time periods after the lesions. The angular separation between paired targets was varied in blocks. The most common angular separation was 90°with the paired targets appearing either across or within the left and right hemifields. Fig. 1 shows pre and post operative eye-movement records from Monkey 2 (George) for trials during which paired targets were presented with various temporal asynchronies. The paired targets appeared either above or below fixation, one in the left and the other in the right hemifield. The data shown were collected with the monitor in the straight ahead position. The angular separation between the targets was 90°. The eye-movement records obtained for the upper and lower pair of targets are presented together for each temporal asynchrony. The upper row of records shows pre-operative performance. The data shown are based on 1000 trials with 100 trials for each target pair at each temporal offset. The left and right target choices were close to equal probability when the targets appeared simultaneously. Percent right (R) target choice for each temporal offset is shown in upper center of the eye-movement records. When the targets on the left appeared first by 33.4 ms, those targets were selected most of the time. The obverse was the case when the targets on the right appeared first. Eye movements were sampled at 200 Hz. Performance for the paired targets appearing above and below the horizontal meridian at various temporal asynchronies was quite similar.
The second row in Fig. 1 shows eye-movement records obtained from the same animal 35 weeks after the left anterior arcuate lesion. The eye-movement records are based on 1000 trials. Two pre and post-operative differences are notable: (1) As a result of the lesions there is a major shift in the choice of left and right targets as a function of the temporal asynchrony between them; close to equal probability choice for the left and right targets occurred when the targets on the right appeared 83.4 ms before the left target. The targets on the left were chosen most of the time even when the right target appeared 50 ms earlier. (2) There is an increased number of saccades that land the eye between the targets; most of these saccades have parameters that qualifies them to be called vector averaged saccades. The percent of vector averaged saccades (V A ) appears below each set of eye-movement records.
To further examine target choice and vector averaging with paired targets, they were presented with an angular separation of 40°. Under such conditions vector averaged saccades occur with a higher frequency than they do with an angular separation of 90°. Fig. 2 shows data for target conditions when they appeared in the left and right hemifields and when they appeared within each hemisphere. The data are based on 100 trials for each paired target presentation. In the upper row eye-movement records and quantitative data are shown before and after a left anterior arcuate lesion. As in Fig. 1 , before the lesion the best balance and highest number of vector averaged saccades occurred when the targets appeared simultaneously. After the lesion when the targets appeared simultaneously, most saccades targeted the left stimulus and there was an absence of vector averaged saccades. The best balance, accompanied with many vector averaged saccades, occurred when the right target preceded the left by 100 ms. For the data plotted on the right the percent of vector averaged saccades includes those whose direction fell within 12 angular degrees of the midpoint between the two targets.
In the lower row of Fig. 2 data are shown when the paired targets with an angular separation of 40°appeared either in the left or right hemsipheres. Under these conditions of presentation vector averaged saccades were common when the stimuli appeared simultaneously and were more frequent when the targets appeared on the right, contralateral to the lesion. As can be seen in the graphs on the bottom right in Fig. 2 , the frequency of vector averaged saccades declined rapidly with increasing stimulus asynchrony for targets on the left, ipsilateral to the lesion, but continued with much higher frequencies for targets on the right. This suggests that the lesion produced a deficit in temporal discrimination. This will be considered further below.
Monkeys were extensively studied using angular separations of 90°with the paired targets, one appearing in the left and the other in the right hemifields using three monitor positions, with the monitor being positioned straight ahead and 14°to the left or the right as depicted in the left top inset of Fig. 3 . Data are shown in this figure for Monkey 2 before the left anterior arcuate lesion, 3 weeks and 35 weeks after the lesion. In the top panel it Fig. 1 . Traces of eye movements made to paired targets before and 35 weeks after removal of the left anterior arcuate (LFEF) in Monkey 2. Paired targets appeared either above of below fixation with various temporal asynchronies as stated above each panel. Also indicated are percent saccades made to the right and the percent of vector averaged saccades. Vector averaged saccades were those that fell into a region of 6 angular degrees to either side of the midpoint between the two targets. The temporal asynchrony that yielded close to equal probability left and right target choices was at simultaneity before the lesion and with an offset of 83.4 ms after the lesion with right target appearing first. The eye movements were sampled at 200 Hz and we used velocity criteria to specify the initiation and termination of the saccades. R =percent of rightward saccades made for each temporal offset condition. V A = percent of vectors averaged saccades that fell between 915°of the vertical meridian. can be seen that pre-operatively varying monitor position from straight ahead produced a small bias in the equivalence point at which the probability of selecting the left and right targets was equal. With the monitor straight ahead the equivalence point was at simultaneity. With the monitor on the right, the targets to the right of fixation had to be presented 27 ms prior to the left targets for the equivalence point. With the monitor on the left, this point occurred when the targets to the left of fixation appeared 22 ms prior to the right one. The data plotted in the upper panel of this figure labeled 'monitor at center' are from the records shown in the upper row of Fig. 1 .
Three weeks after the left anterior arcuate lesion these curves shifted to the far left. At this time the equal probability points for the three monitor positions occurred with target asynchronies of 97, 98 and 55 ms with the right target coming on first.
Thirty five weeks after the lesion only a moderate improvement is evident. The equal probability times for the left, center and right monitor positions were 87, 80 and 57 ms at this time. We tested the monkey repeatedly on this task, with the last test at 60 weeks, without significant further improvement.
Similar data are presented in Fig. 4 for Monkey 3 after his DMFC and combined DMFC and left anterior arcuate lesions. The right DMFC lesion produced a highly significant shift in the equal probability point which remained consistent for the first 8 weeks. For the straight ahead monitor position the temporal offset for equal probability choice occurred when the left target preceded the right target by 31 and 34 ms. After the 8th week there was a gradual recovery which was complete by the 16th week as shown in the second panel. At this time the equal probability point for the straight-ahead monitor position required only a 3 ms stimulus asyn- stimuli. A plot of these values for data obtained when the monitor was straight ahead appears in Fig. 5 . Also plotted in this figure are the paired stimulus offset values at which equal probability choices had occurred. It can be seen that the equal probability choice values are consistently more than twice the magnitude of the saccadic latency differences elicited for left and right saccadic eye movements to single targets. Thus it appears that the deficits seen on the paired target task are much greater than would be predicted on the basis of simple reaction times alone, suggesting an added impairment in target selections.
To determine whether altering the probability of single target appearances in the left and right hemifields affects the choice probabilities of paired targets, control conditions were run in which the single targets appeared only in one hemifield. Interspersed were paired targets presented with various temporal asynchronies. Left/right target choices for paired presentations was not significantly altered when the single targets appeared only in the right hemifield. It appears therefore that the effect we report here with paired targets is a consistent, robust one that is not significantly affected by biasing target appearance in various parts of the visual field.
Paired stimulus task, stimuli of different luminances
In this sequence of tests the same procedures were used as described above. Instead of varying the relative onset times of the paired stimuli, their luminance was varied. The stimuli were presented simultaneously. Fig.  6 shows data collected after right DMFC lesion in Monkey 3 and after left anterior arcuate lesion in Monkey 2. After the right DMFC lesion there was a sizeable deficit on this task which by the 16th week chrony. The subsequent left anterior arcuate lesion produced a major shift in the equal probability point, to the extent that during the first week of testing the monkey was not able to perform the task with the monitor on the right. This deficit improved gradually over time but was still very large after 20 weeks. At this time for the monitor straight ahead, the left target had to precede the right one by 74 ms to obtain equal probability left/right target choices.
One possible explanation of the dramatic shifts seen in left and right target selection on the paired target task is that they are simply due to the increased saccadic latencies to visual stimuli seen when single targets are presented as had been shown in the previous paper. We therefore wanted to determine whether the stimulus asynchronies required to obtain equal probability choices corresponds to the differences in saccadic reaction times to single targets. Left/right saccadic latency differences are shown in each panel on the right in Figs. 3 and 4 for the concurrently collected single target different from the others. We tested for color, shape and brightness discrimination. To be rewarded the animal had to make a direct saccadic eye movement to the stimulus, the target, that was different from the other, distractor stimuli. Fig. 8 shows pre and post-operative data from Monkey 3 on a color discrimination task and a shape discrimination task. For the color discrimination task, for the data shown, a blue and white discrimination had to be made. The stimuli were isoluminant and the color contrast was just 6% making it fairly difficult task. The stimuli appeared at eccentricities of 6 degrees with the monitor straight ahead.
The top row in the Fig. 8 shows percent correct performance pre-operatively and after the right DMFC lesion and then after the left anterior arcuate lesion. The DMFC lesion produced only a small deficit that was evident only during the first post-operative week. By the 2nd week performance for targets appearing in the left and right hemifields, that elicited corresponding left and right saccades, was indistinguishable. In contrast, after the left anterior arcuate lesion there was a major deficit on this task during the 2nd week which then recovered gradually over a period of 7 weeks.
For the shape discrimination task the target was a six sided star subtending 34 min of arc. The distractor stimuli were squares whose sizes were varied randomly by trial and ranged between 50 and 85°of visual angle. On each trial the distractor stimuli were always of the same size and were randomized by trial. Performance on this task during the 3rd week after the right DMFC lesion showed no deficit. After the left anterior arcuate lesion the deficit was notable during the 2nd week but recovered by the 5th week.
Latency distributions on the color discrimination tasks in Monkey 3 after a left DMFC lesion appear in the left column of Fig. 9 . During the 1st week after the left DMFC lesion there is a small increase in latency. By the 2nd week the latency difference for saccades made to the target in the discrimination task to the left and right differed only by 9 ms. A much more pronounced and persistent latency difference deficit can be seen after the left anterior arcuate lesion shown for Monkey 1. When tested 9 weeks after the left anterior arcuate lesion there was a mean latency of 37 ms between left and right saccades, with saccades made to targets into the visual hemifield contralateral to the lesion yielding the longer latencies. Eighteen weeks after the lesion the left/right latency differences was 29 ms and 22 weeks after the lesion it was down to 11 ms. Fig. 10 shows saccadic latencies and percent correct performance in Monkey 3 8 weeks subsequent to his left anterior arcuate lesion which had been preceded by left and right DMFC lesions earlier. The degree of contrast difference between the distractors and the target was varied systematically. The percent correct performance for saccades made to targets on the left recovered. During the 4th week the contrast difference that led to equal left and right target choices was 73%, with the left target having the higher contrast. The magnitude of the effect was about the same after the left anterior arcuate lesion in Monkey 2; however, the effect persisted much longer. Deficits of similar magnitude were observed in Monkey 3 after his left anterior arcuate lesion.
Paired stimulus task, stimuli of different sizes
In another series of tests using paired stimuli we examined to what extent the difference in size between the paired targets affects their choice before and after the lesions. This test in Monkey 3 was administered first 16 weeks after his right DMFC lesion (and 28 weeks after his left DMFC lesion) with the monitor straight ahead. Performance at this time was similar to that of a control animal as shown in Fig. 7 . When the targets were of equal size left and right choices were close to equal probability. As either the left or right targets were made progressively larger, the frequency of choosing the larger target increased. When subsequently the left anterior arcuate was removed, a notable shift occurred that was long lasting. To obtain equal probability left and right target choices the target that fell into the hemifield contralateral to the anterior arcuate lesion had to be 25 -35 min of visual angle larger than the 20 min of visual angle target that fell into the ipsilateral hemifield.
Multiple targets, color, shape and brightness discrimination
Two of the experimental animals as well as a control animal were studied with the oddities task in which either four or eight stimuli appeared, one of which was and right shows a mild deficit at this time. However, there is a notably longer latency on this task, as on the others, for right saccades. The more difficult the task, the larger the latency differences became between left and right saccades.
Multiple targets, time discrimination
Several of the tests we had administered, particularly the paired target task, suggested that a prime consequence of anterior arcuate lesions is an impairment in temporal processing. To test this further, we devised a task in which the utilization of temporal information is essential for successful performance. We presented eight identical stimuli one of which preceded the other seven others by varied times. The task was to make a saccadic eye movement to the target that had appeared first. Trials with different target/distractor asynchronies were presented in randomized order. Fig. 11 shows data obtained from Monkeys 2 and 3. The data were collected 4 and 2 months after their left anterior arcuate lesions. These data show a major deficit in both animals. When the target appeared in the visual hemifield ipsilateral to the lesion, a temporal onset asynchrony of 25 -30 ms yielded 60% correct performance. This was the case for both animals. Monkey 3 at this stage had a bilateral lesion of the DMFC, suggesting that those lesions did not have a significant long-term effect on making temporal discriminations. In contrast, after the left anterior arcuate lesion in these animals, 60% performance levels for targets appearing in the contralateral hemifield to the left anterior arcuate lesions required a temporal asynchrony of more than 130 ms.
These findings lend further support to the idea that anterior arcuate lesions produce deficits in temporal processing for visually guided eye-movement generation.
Discussion
The results we report here reveal major, long-lasting deficits after lesions of the anterior arcuate that contains the FEFs and smaller but significant deficits after lesions of the DMFC that contains the medial eye fields. The most pronounced deficit we had found is with the paired target task in which even a year after unilateral lesions of the anterior arcuate sulcus a sizeable temporal asynchrony had to be introduced to yield evidence indicating that unilateral FEF lesions greatly slowed the signals sent to the brainstem from the affected hemisphere. The second test we used examined the temporal discrimination abilities of animals in the intact and affected hemifields. This test showed a major deficit in temporal discrimination after FEF lesions. Thus it appears that such lesions impair and slow down temporal processing. Further support for this hypothesis comes from the first paper of this series which disclosed long-lasting deficits after anterior arcuate lesions on the execution of successive eye movements to sequentially presented targets. These results indicate that the FEF plays a central role in target selection and in the processing temporal information of eye-movement generation. equal probability choices for paired targets appearing in the left and right visual hemifields, with the target in the hemifield contralateral to the lesion having to appear first.
We employed two tests to determine the reason for the sizeable temporal asynchrony that had to be applied after unilateral FEF lesions to obtain equal probability choices. In the first, as shown in Fig. 2 , we determined that the highest frequencies with which vector averaged saccades could be elicited occurred at the same temporal offsets that produced equal probability left/right choices. Since vector averaged saccades are presumed to arise when signals from the left and right hemispheres arrive at the same time in the brainstem, this was the hemifield whose representation had been ablated become less salient.
These considerations suggest that the extinction phenomenon, as noted in humans with unilateral damage to various cortical areas and characterized here in monkeys, is brought about by at least two factors: a slow-down in temporal processing and a general decrease in salience for stimuli processed by the affected hemisphere.
In contrast to the long-term deficits seen on the paired and sequential tasks after anterior arcuate lesions, the ability to select targets in the discrimination task when the stimuli shown differ in shape or color, showed smaller and shorter-lasting deficits. This may be because the posterior system, that is presumed to reach the brainstem through the superior colliculus, is important for these tasks (Schiller, 1998) . The fact that DMFC lesions produced only minor deficits suggests that this area does not play a central role in generating eye movements to targets in a discrimination task.
The experiments reported in these two papers were confined to the study of the FEF located in the anterior bank of the arcuate sulcus and the DMFC. These two regions of the frontal lobe comprise what we call the anterior stream for the processing of visually guided eye movements (Schiller, 1998) . This stream has both direct and indirect connections with brainstem oculomotor centers; ablation of the superior colliculus does not interfere with the generation of electrically triggered saccadic eye movements from either the anterior arcuate sulcus or the DMFC.
Several areas have also been identified in the posterior portions of the cortex that play a role in visually guided eye movements. These include striate and extrastriate areas and regions of the parietal cortex (Keating & Gooley, 1988; Schiller, 1998) . These regions form the posterior stream for processing visually guided eye While the impairment of temporal processing is one of the major consequences of anterior arcuate lesions, there are clearly other deficits caused by such lesions as seen by the data shown in Figs. 6 and 7 that demonstrate that stimuli in the affected visual hemifield have to be much brighter and larger to be considered of equal import to those appearing in the intact hemifield. This suggests that as a result of such lesions stimuli in Fig. 11 . Performance of Monkey 2 after his left anterior arcuate lesion (LFEF) and Monkey 3 after his left anterior arcuate lesion (LFEF) subsequent to the bilateral DMFC lesions on the temporal discrimination task. movements. Several of these areas have been shown to reach brainstem oculomotor centers through the superior colliculus; after ablation of this structure saccadic eye movements can no longer be triggered by stimulation of visual and parietal cortices (Schiller, 1977; Keating, Gooley, Pratt & Kelsey, 1983) . Examination of the role of these areas for the generation of the types of eye movements tapped with the tasks used in this study is an important future task.
